New Lititz DVDs and Bluray as of December
12/17/2018

CALL #

TITLE

CAST

DESCRIPTION

RATING

Bluray

BLURAY ARTIST

The artist

BLURAY BEDTIM

Bedtime stories

BLURAY EXPEND

The expendables

BLURAY HANGOV

The hangover

BLURAY HOTEL 3

Hotel Transylvania 3

BLURAY INCRED 2

Incredibles 2

BLURAY JOBS

Jobs

In 1927, George Valentin is a silent movie superstar. However, the advent of the
talkies will kill his career and he will sink into oblivion. For young extra Peppy Miller,
Jean Dujardin, Bérénice
it seems the sky's the limit as major movie stardom awaits. Though their careers
Bejo
PG-13 are taking different paths their destinies will become entwined.
Skeeter, the handyman of a hotel once belonging to his father, agrees to watch his
Keri Russell, Adam
sister's two children and finds his life changed when the stories he tells the kids at
Sandler
PG bedtime begin to come true.
The Expendables are a tight-knit team of skilled combat vets turned mercenaries.
Hired by a powerful covert operator, the team jets off to a small South American
Arnold Schwarzenegger,
country to overthrow a ruthless dictator. Once there, they find themselves caught
Bruce Willis
in a deadly web of deceit and betrayal.
R
Doug and his groomsmen go to Las Vegas for his bachelor party. The morning after,
no one remembers what happened in the past twelve or so hours. The suite is in
Bradley Cooper, Ed
shambles and Doug is missing. Phil, Stu and Alan try to find Doug in time for the
Helms
wedding.
The monster family embarks on a vacation on a luxury monster cruise ship so Drac
can take a summer vacation from providing everyone else's vacation at the hotel.
Adam Sandler, Andy
It's smooth sailing until Mavis realizes Drac has fallen for the mysterious captain of
Samberg
PG the ship.
Craig T. Nelson, Holly
Bob Parr (Mr. Incredible) is left to care for the kids while Helen (Elastigirl) is out
Hunter
PG saving the world.
A riveting story of a true American visionary, a man who let nothing stand in the
way of greatness. It chronicles the iconic innovator and early days. He was a
college dropout who co-founded Apple Computer Inc. and was then forced to
leave. More than a decade later, Jobs returns and single-handedly sets a course
Ashton Kutcher,
that will turn the once-tiny startup into one of the world's most valuable
Matthew Modine
PG-13 companies.
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BLURAY LAWREN

Lawrence of Arabia

BLURAY MISSIO
ROGUE

Mission: impossible.
Rogue Nation

BLURAY NEW

BLURAY PIRATE

New York stories

The pirates! : band of
misfits

Terminator 2 :
BLURAY TERMIN 2 Judgment Day

Stationed in Cairo in 1916, Lawrence languished in the mapmaking department of
British Intelligence until he was asked to find and gather information on Prince
Feisal, leader of the Arab Allied forces in World War I. Lawrence of Arabia
chronicles his desert journey inspired by his first military success when he led a
Omar Sharif, Jose Ferrer
PG small contingent of Arabs against the Turkish stronghold of Aqaba.
With their elite organization shut down by the CIA, agent Ethan Hunt and his team
must race against time to stop The Syndicate, a deadly network of rogue operatives
turned traitors. To stop this global threat, Ethan must join forces with an elusive,
Tom Cruise, Rebecca
disavowed agent whose loyalty is suspect as he faces his most impossible mission
Ferguson
PG-13 ever.

Nick Nolte, Rosanna
Arquette

Hugh Grant, Salma
Hayek, Jeremy Piven,
Imelda Staunton.

Arnold Schwarzenegger,
Linda Hamilton, Robert
Patrick.

PG

PG

R

A trilogy about life in the big city. Life lessons is the tale of a passionate painter
torn between his obsession for his art and his infatuation with his sultry assistant.
Life without Zoe is a wimsical fantasy of a very grown-up 12 year old who brings
charm and magic to life in New York. Oedipus wrecks is the story of a neurotic
lawyer who cannot escape the influence of his mother.
After years of humiliation and failed attempts to win the Pirate of the Year Award,
Pirate Captain and his oddball crew go on a race to pillage the most booty. They
soon cross paths with scientist Charles Darwin, who persuades the Captain that the
crew's 'parrot,' Polly, could be the answer to the riches they are searching for.
In the year 2029, a computer called Skynet has found a way to send some of its
warriors, called Terminators, back in time, back to 1995 to kill the 10-year John
Connor, who will become the resistance leader. To counter this assassination
attempt, John sends back a reprogrammed Terminator to protect himself as a
young man.

British TV Series

DVD POLDAR
SEASON 4

Poldark.

Aidan Turner, Eleanor
Tomlinson, Ruby
Bentall, Caroline
Blakiston, Ellise
Chappell.

1794: War and the revolution in France hang over Britain. In Cornwall, George
Warleggan grows his empire with a view to crush the Poldarks while Ross and
Demelza attempt to repair their relationship. Ross must ask himself how long he
can allow George's ascent to continue unchecked. Facing battles both at home and
TV-14 abroad, will Ross answer the call and risk losing everything he holds dear?
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DVD RUTH SET 2
DISC 1-3

The Ruth Rendell
mysteries.

Janet Suzman, Richard
Johnson

Tales of suspense examines the jealous, betrayals, and resentments that lead to
tragedy.

American TV Series

DVD AMERIC
SEASON 6

The Americans.

Keri Russell, Matthew
Rhys

DVD GET SEASON 1 Get Smart.

Don Adams, Barbara
Feldon, Edward Platt.

DVD KING SEA. 1 &
2
The King of Queens.

Kevin James, Leah
Remini

DVD SEINFE
SEASON 1 & 2

Seinfeld.

It is 1987, and an imminent Gorbachev-Reagan nuclear arms summit promises to
ease world tensions. But life for the Jennings family is more precarious than ever:
Elizabeth's relentless dedication as a KGB agent has dealt a potentially lethal blow
to her marriage to Philip, who has left espionage behind. As Philip's friendship with
FBI agent Stan Beeman grows, the danger of exposure of the family 'business,'
which now includes Paige, reaches crisis level.
Maxwell Smart is bumbling Agent 86 of CONTROL, the secret agency created to
fight the evil KAOS organization. Invariably, Smart's bumbling style lands him in hot
TV-G water. Lucky for him, Agent 99 is there to bail him out.
Doug is the ultimate guy's guy from Queens, NY. A blue-collar husband who loves
his wife so much he is willing to sacrifice his rec room so her father, Arthur, and
sister can move in, a decision he's been regretting ever since.
Jerry is a successful stand-up comedian, mainly because the people around him
offer an endless supply of great material. George is a balding, whiny guy. Kramer
often barges into his apartment and imposes on him. Jerry's former girlfriend,
Elaine, comes back into his life, and the four become friends.

Jerry Seinfeld, Julia
Louis-Dreyfus

Foreign Films

DVD KING

Le roi de coeur = King Alan Bates, Pierre
of Hearts
Brasseur

DVD TWENTY

2046

DVD Y

Y tu mamá también

Liang Chaowei, Gong Li
Maribel Verdú, Gael
García Bernal

R

A Scottish soldier is sent to disarm a bomb in a French village that has been
evacuated except for the inmates of an insane asylum. He doesn't realize that all his
new friends are mentally unstable until he is crowned King.
A young man, who has tried to forget his lost love by meeting different young
women, starts to write a novel about a young man falling in love with a machinemade woman on the 2046 train. 2046 is the number of the room where he met his
lost love.
Two teens set off on a wild cross-country trip with seductive, 28-year-old Luisa.
Lisa schools them in the finer points of passion, but will their mutual desire for her
destroy their friendship forever?
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Feature Films
DVD OLIVER

DVD PLACE

DVD PRINCE

DVD RAGAMU

DVD RETURN

DVD RETURN

DVD REVOLV
DVD SISTER

Oliver Twist

Barney Clark, Ben
Kingsley

PG-13 Oliver Twist is the workhouse orphan who finds himself in with some bad company.
A widowed belle is losing her sight, but sees more clearly than ever. With the help
Ann-Margret, Matthew
of a father-daughter team of grifters, she takes on the greedy niece and nephew
A place called home / Settle
who
are trying
to force
outand
of her
house.heir
Originally
on the
Hallmark
Princess
Kaʻiulani
is theher
bright
beautiful
to the aired
Hawaiian
throne
in this epic
based on a true story. The teenage princess is sent to Britain to receive an
education. There, the handsome young Clive Davies..., who quickly sweeps her off
her feet. But back home, the Hawaiian monarchy isoverthrown. Now, Kaʻiulani
Q'Orianka Kilcher, Barry
must choose between love and her duty to her people in this sweeping tale of
Princess Kaʻiulani
Pepper
PG royalty, romance, and destiny
Ragamuffin is based on the true story of Rich Mullins, a musical prodigy who rose
Michael Koch David
to Christian music fame and fortune only to walk away and live on a Navajo
Ragamuffin
Leo Schultz
reservation. -container
James Karen, Thom
Mysterious barrels bounce off an Army transport and land near an abandoned
Mathews, Dana
cemetery. Mischievous boys discover the barrels and open them, releasing the
Return of the living
Ashbrook, Marsha
green vapor that turns the living in zombies and awakens the dead. All of the living
dead.
Dietlein.
dead search for living victims, to devour their brains.
R
On his first day on the job at an army surplus store, poor Freddy unwittingly
releases nerve gas from a secret U.S. military canister, unleashing an unbelievable
terror. The gas re-animates an army of corpses, who arise from their graves with a
The return of the living
ravenous hunger ... for human brains! And luckily for those carnivorous cadavers,
dead
Clu Gulager, James Kare
there is a group of partying teens nearby, just waiting to be eaten! --Container.
R
Jake Green is a grifter who vows revenge against Macha, the ferocious crime boss
who sent him to prison. After taking Macha down in a game of chance, Macha puts
Jason Statham, Ray
out a hit on Jake. Caught between a gun and a hard place, Jake finds himself
Revolver
Liotta
protected by two vicious loan sharks who make him an offer he can't refuse.
R
Elizabeth Banks, Maria
Three sisters living in a college town struggle with the death of their father, while
The sisters /
Bello
trying to reconcile relationships in their own lives.
R
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16 blocks

Bruce Willis, Mos Def,
David Morse.

DVD SKYSCR

Skyscraper.

Dwayne 'The Rock'
Johnson, Neve
Campbell

DVD STEP

Step brothers

Will Ferrell, John C.
Reilly

DVD SUBURB

Suburbicon

Matt Damon, Julianne
Moore

DVD SIXTEE

DVD
SURVIV/HOLIDAY
DVD THOMAS
CHRIST/HOLIDA

Surviving Christmas
Thomas Kinkade
presents Christmas
lodge

DVD TIN

Tin man

Ben Affleck, James
Gandolfini
Erin Karpluk, Michael
Shanks

Zooey Deschanel, Alan
Cumming

Jack Mosley is a burnt-out detective who is assigned the unenviable task of
transporting a fast-talking convict from jail, 16 blocks to the 100 Centre Street
courthouse. However, as the two head off, Mosley learns that the man is supposed
to testify against Mosley's colleagues, and the entire NYPD want the witness dead.
PG-13 Mosley must choose between loyalty to his colleagues and protecting the witness.
Former FBI Hostage Rescue Team leader and U.S. war veteran Will Sawyer now
assesses security for skyscrapers. On assignment in Hong Kong he finds the tallest,
safest building in the world, The Pearl, suddenly ablaze, and he's been framed for it.
A wanted man on the run, Will must find those responsible, clear his name and
PG-13 somehow rescue his family who is trapped inside the building.
Brennan and Dale are two middle-aged loafers who are forced to live together
when their parents get married. When their immature antics over TV privileges and
personal property take their toll on their parents' marriage, the devious duo hatch
a scheme to reunite the couple.
A peaceful, idyllic suburban community with affordable homes and manicured
lawns, the perfect place to raise a family, and in the summer of 1959, the Lodge
family is doing just that. The tranquil surface masks a disturbing reality, as husband
and father Gardner Lodge must navigate the town's dark underbelly of betrayal,
deceit, and violence. This is a tale of very flawed people making very bad choices.
R
Drew Latham is a wealthy executive leading an empty, shallow life. Facing another
lonely Christmas ahead, Drew wants to revisit his old childhood home and possibly
relive some of his old holiday memories. But when he arrives, he finds that the
house where he was raised is now no longer the home he grew up in. Owned by
another family, Drew offers a nice financial reward that has the family all a buzz.
PG-13 But is Drew's generous cash offer only the beginning of an annoying visitor or will
When a historic preservationist comes in contact with an old Christmas Lodge, she
gives all she can to restore the dilapidated lodge and her family, but also to find the
love of her life.
G
Dorothy Gale, is all grown up and bored. Before she knows it, she's back in OZ and
on the run from the evil sorceress Azkadellia, her storm troopers and clumsy bats.
Along the way she falls in with some strange characters including the brainless
Glitches Raw, a cowardly and psychic lion-man hybrid and, Wyatt Cain, a cowboy
cop from Central City called a 'tin man' because of his tin badge.
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DVD TRAPPE

Trapped

Charlize Theron,
Courtney Love

DVD TRIP

The trip; The trip to
Italy

Steve Coogan, Rob
Brydon,

DVD VANILL

Vanilla sky

Tom Cruise, Penelope
Cruz

R

DVD WITCHE

The Witches of
Eastwick

Jack Nicholson, Cher,
Susan Sarandon

R

R

14A

A couple are taken hostage and held in different cities while their young daughter is
kidnapped by the same band of ruthless criminals and held for a large ransom. It
seems that the criminals have a foolproof plan. The criminals demand a massive
ransom,
but Coogan
if the payment
not
arranged
in 24
hours,
girl will finest
be killed.
When Steve
is askedisby
The
Observer
to tour
thethe
country's
restaurants. But when Steve's girlfriend backs out on him, he has no one to
accompany him but his best friend and source of eternal aggravation. / Steve
Coogan and Rob Brydon assignment is to drive through beautiful Italian country,
eat lavishly, and stay in exquisite small hotels, all so that one or the other can write
high-toned culinary drivel for the paper.
David tries to make sense of his life after a car crash leaves him grotesquely
disfigured. After he is placed into a psychiatric penitentiary for a murder he doesn't
remember committing, David's only hope is to delve into the depths of his
subconscious mind where the answer to ending his living nightmare lies in his
The witches are three modern-day women yearning for Mr. Right in a quaint New
England town. Wealthy Daryl Van Horne arrives in town and sets out to prove he's a
devil with the ladies.

Non-fiction DVD
DVD B JEFFER
THOMAS THOMAS Thomas Jefferson

Narator: Ossie Davis,
and Sam Waterston

DVD B LANGE
DOROTH DOROTH Dorothea Lange :

Narrator, Dyanna Taylor

DVD B TWAIN
MARK MARK

Mark Twain

Narrator, Keith David

Spy in the wild

Narrated by David
Tennant.

Spy in the wild 2

Narrated by David
Tennant.

DVD 591.5 SPY

DVD 591.5 SPY

Examines the life of Thomas Jefferson, third President of the United States and
author of the Declaration of Independence.
Profiles American photographer Dorothea Lange, who came to the attention of the
world with her photographs documenting the Great Depression, and achieved
lasting fame in the post-War years.
Recounts Mark Twain's life told primarily through his own words. Includes
interviews with Hal Holbrook, Arthur Miller, William Styron and many others.
In this highly entertaining series a new generation of spy cameras reveals just how
similar we really are. Meet the elephant aunts who act as midwives, the bowerbirds
gathering trinkets to impress the ladies, the hippos having pedicures, the monkeys
getting drunk and disorderly.
How different are people to animal cousins? In this highly entertaining series a new
generation of spy cameras go right to the heart of the animal world to reveal just
how similar they really are.
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DVD 613.7046 DAI Daily yoga.
Rodney Yee's yoga for
DVD 613.7046 ROD beginners.
Yoga journal's yoga for
DVD 613.7046 YOG beginners :

DVD 618.244 PRE

Prenatal yoga

Instructor: Rodney Yee.
Instructor, Patricia
Walden.

Master instructor Rodney Yee designs five distinct practices developed specifically
to take viewers through their week, enhancing their life along the way. Workouts
include: Build the Foundation Energize Strengthen the Core Clear it Out and Calm
Down. Includes a bonus digital download.
Using a combination of breathing techniques, exercises and relaxation to improve
the abdominal muscles.
Contemporary, easy-to-follow approach to hatha yoga. Learn basic moves including
standing, seated, inverted and relaxation poses.

Instructor, Shiva Rea

Instructor Shiva Rea demonstrates a series of stretches and strength-building
exercises that address the specific needs of a changing body. This workout focuses
on comfort and relaxation while increasing energy and stamina.

Rodney Yee.

DVD 782.421643
DUK

The Dukes of
September: live

DVD 820.9 GRE

Great British authors.

Follows photographer Edward Burtynsky, internationally acclaimed for his largescale photographs of nature transformed by industry, as he travels through China
photographing the effects of that country's massive industrial revolution.
The Dukes of September are a super group comprised of pop/rock/R & B icons
Donald Fagen (Steely Dan), Michael McDonald (Doobie Brothers) and Boz Scaggs
release a brand new DVD to coincide with its PBS debut airing on Great
Performances.
Explores the work of British authors, Robert Louis Stevenson, the BrontÃ« sisters,
and Thomas Hardy.

DVD 910.45 BLA

Blackbeard : terror at
sea

Experience the dramatic true story of history's most famous and fearsome pirate
whose exploits terrorized America's offshore waters in the early 18th century.

DVD 910.45 TRU

True Caribbean
pirates.

Captain Henry Morgan Blackbeard Calico Jack Rackham Ann Bonny Mary Read
and Black Bart were among the infamous pirates whose crews lay in wait to
violently raid the merchant ships of various nations. These are their true stories.

Manufactured
DVD 779.967 MAN landscapes
Donald Fagen, Michael
McDonald, Boz Scaggs
with acc. musicians.
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